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April 30th 2013: Homers Heroes with Daniel Morgan,
President
We strive to place well trained service and companion dogs
with veterans who have physical or mental injuries, at little to
no cost to the veteran. Here at Homers Heroes we find dogs
that meet our needs from local shelters. These dogs under go
all betting, basic and advanced obedience training and then
are trained to the specific tasks the veteran needs them to do.
We then invite the veteran to attend a 2 week course to learn
about their new service dog and to learn proper handling and
training of the dog. This process can be expensive with cost
anywhere from $5000 to $30,000. Our program is
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Featured Guest
Daniel Morgan

Guest Image

Daniel, the founder and President, is a veteran. He was in Iraq and Afghanistan as an
Infantryman. When he came home he was not the same person. He was irritable,
angry, and distant. He was told by his family that there was something wrong but he
ignored them thinking that they just didn't understand. Finally his wife convinced him to
go to the VA hospital and get checked out. They diagnosed him with PTSD and gave
him a prescription they said would help. Daniel took this medication for a short time
and then stopped because he didn't like the way it made him feel. Around this same
time he found one of his best friends, a German Shepherd named Homer. Daniel
started spending time with Homer tra
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